
Return Policy 

Wojo’s cares for and about our plants and our guests. We 

guarantee that your plants will grow and thrive if they are 

planted properly and provided with reasonable care.                                    

See planting instructions at www.wojos.com/planting-guide 

 

Stipulations (Requirements & Conditions) 

 Guarantee requires the dead/defective product be returned in its entirety to the store with the receipt.   

We need to see the dead plant to make suggestions on how best to care for the replacement.           

Replacement plants are warranted. 

 Guarantee begins on original date of purchase. Guarantee is for a dead plant. Plants that have not 

broken dormancy (such as hibiscus or rose of Sharon) are not considered dead. 

 Guarantee is for replacement of same size item as purchased. If there has been a price increase Wojo’s  

will not charge the difference. If guest chooses to replace with a larger item or different item, they are 

responsible for the price difference. 

 Guarantee does not cover boxwood that are affected by boxwood blight. Our plants are certified blight 

free on arrival, but can pick up this disease in your landscape. 

 Guarantee does not cover plants being wintered in pots. 

 Guarantee does not cover Clearance items. 

 Guarantee is for guest choice; cash, credit card or merchandize credit.  Cash back is given up to the 

sum of $100, otherwise a check will be issued. Items returned within ten days of purchase that were 

paid for by check can be returned for in-store credit otherwise a check will be issued once the original 

check clears.                              

 Most Outdoor Trees & Shrubs: 3 Years from purchase 

 Azaleas, Emerald Arborvitae, Japanese Maples, Rhododendrons & Roses:                                                     

November 1st of the year purchased 

 Perennials: 1 Year  from purchase 

 Annuals, Topicals & Indoor Plants -  Current growing season (April - October) 



Warranty on Boxwood  
     The Michigan Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

(MDARD) announced they are implementing a quarantine on           

boxwood in certain counties in Michigan, due to the box tree moth 

which is invasive to Michigan.  

Michigan counties that are implementing a quarantine:  Clinton, Eaton,                 

Ingham,  Jackson, Lenawee, Livingston, Monroe, Oakland, Washtenaw, and  

Wayne.  

Here at Wojo’s we continue to 

make sure the boxwood on our 

lots are healthy.  Once they leave 

our care they have the  potential 

to be exposed to the moth.   

For more information on Box Tree Moth, and a list of insecticides known to 

be effective against destructive caterpillars, go to www.aphis.usda.gov/

planthealth/box-tree-moth (click on “Resources”).  

You may also contact Michigan State University (MSU) Extension for          

additional resources on box tree moth: www.canr.msu.edu/tag/box-tree-

moth.  

As such, we can no longer be responsible for their well being, there-

fore we will not be honoring any warranties on boxwood shrubs. 


